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Gidday Joint Standing Committee on Migration and 2 x MPs
My name is
, born and bred Victorian and I come from a small dairy
farm near Tatura, VIC! I am seventh generation Irish/German ancestry and a very
proud Australian as well as being a Vietnam Veteran! I served in the Australian
Army for 25 years and retired as a Major in 1987! I now live in Brisbane.
My immediate reaction is to strongly emphasize that Multiculturism in Australia is
NOT working in 2011! Far from me having to say this but Moslems will eventually
destroy our way of life and what little Australian culture we have remaining at that
time! Federal Governments in Australia seem to ignore the experiences overseas in
many Christian European countries I might add! The current 2010 Australian
population increase is around two (2.2) children per family whilst that of a Moslem
family is around seven (7) children per family, which speaks for itself! One of our
supposed Australian Imams has some 14 children?
One has only to look at the Vietnamese enclaves in Sydney,Melbourne and Brisbane
of the 70s and 80s, and the now Moslem enclaves in 2011, which are mainly in
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne to see this for a fact! In fact the Moslems, read
followers of Islam, are doing exactly what has occurred in places like England,
France, Denmark, Spain, Holland and other European countries! Their ultimate aim is
to dominate the local Government arena, thence the Federal Government arena, and
then forcefully apply their anti Christian doctrines and culture onto the unsuspecting
country they happen to be domiciled in! I do not see any valid reason why Moslem
attire need be any different to Australian attire in 2011! We do not see any other large
racial Australian group dressing as if they were still domicile in their "Home Country"
of origin? There are no large inhabited desert Towns/Cities within Australia that
necessitate free flowing garb, special foot ware and head ware to protect one from
sand and sun!
I am not racist but simply stating facts! After WW 11 the POW camp at Dhurringile
(one of the seven internee POW camps during WW 11 in that area), just down the
road from Tatura, released all of their many prisoners, and the prisoners in turn settled
in Towns of the Goulburn Valley particularly Tatura, and eventually married local
Australian girls! This occurred because during their internment POWs
worked/stayed/lived on farms throughout the area and got to know Australian families
settled in these areas! They were mainly Italians with a sprinkling of German POWs!
How do I know this, I went to two Catholic schools in Tatura during 1949-1962, and
went through primary and secondary school with descendents of these Italians and
Germans, now fair dinkum " Aussis", who had inter-married with Australian girls!
They were and are great people, good sportsmen, hard workers and proud "to call
Australia home"!
The population of Tatura is around 3000 (?), with up to half that number of Italian
descent and the remainder of UK/Irish/Scot ancestory!
When one looks at the current Moslem immigration people, they stick together, marry
their own kind and attempt to build mosques all over the country side! Imagine if you
tried to build a Christian Church in say Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Malaysia or Afghanistan to
mention a few Moslem countries?

Until Australian Moslems/followers of Islam inter-marry, settle in other than racial
enclaves within Australia and become "Fair Dinkum Aussis" the future for Australia,
and other Anglo Saxon Christian countries, inhabited by Moslem immigrants is very
bleak indeed!
We, the Australian people, and I know many thousands, nay millions of Australians,
would feel the same way, should be able to dictate who comes to Australia as "fair
dinkum" migrants and not allow "que jumpers" and"illegal aliens" to enter Australia
on their terms and not ours! Additionally a prerequisite before entry is granted, should
be the ability to speak basic English or Australian English!
Migration is very much a Federal Government responsibility and this policy must
reflect the will of the Australian people of 2011 and not the will of a Labor
Government, who together with the "Loony" Greens, are "floundering in the
wilderness" as regards current policy in regards to migration into Australia!
Persevere

